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Setting up a Pulse Check is simple

Pivot Pulse Check enables teachers and school leaders to administer short focused surveys - 
of up to 10 questions - for regular, immediate feedback. 

Your Pulse Check survey can be completely customised for your audience - students, teachers 
or parents. To create a Pulse Check simply select from the pre-populated question banks or 
create your own questions. 

Pulse Checks provide results immediately, giving educators fast reliable data at their fingertips. 
The ability to ‘check in’ regularly allows teachers and teams the opportunity to make and 
monitor small changes in response to feedback.

What is Pulse Check?

→ On student wellbeing. Set up weekly surveys using our formulated question sets to 
assess how students are going and where support is required.

→ With teachers. Customise questions to gauge wellbeing, work management and need 
for transitional support or resources. 

→ With colleagues. Customise surveys to prepare for planning, give feedback on recent 
meetings or learning strategies anonymously. 

→ With families. To maintain contact and check on learning support at home. 

Check in

→ Student understanding of new content and skills. These types of Pulse Checks work 
with small groups or whole classes. Understand what they know and where to go next.

→ Student’s pre-existing knowledge and skills, such as an exit ticket system. To plan 
and prepare new units or modify existing ones. Understanding what students already 
know to establish units that are relevant and extend on students’ existing knowledge 
and skills. 

→ Success of new initiatives or changes with staff or students. Customise and create 
questions to gain insight and plan the next direction. 

→ Teaching practice. Customise and create questions to gauge how teaching practice is 
perceived by students.  

Access 

https://www.pivotpl.com/
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2. Add 5 (or up to 10) questions, either creating your own or from our pre-
populated question bank.

3. Publish and share your Pulse Check survey with students with our  QR 
code or weblink.

4. Once you have a minimum of 5 respondents, you can close the survey 
and see/share your results.

Complete a Pulse Check in a few easy steps

1. Create a new Pulse Check survey by filling in the name, description, and 
date you created (or intend to administer) the survey.
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Setting up a Pulse Check is simple“Pivot Pulse Check is just what we needed! It helps us monitor and report how we 
performed with remote learning from our students’ and parents’ perspectives. We look 
forward to using Pulse Check during the return to school transition and beyond for regular 
feedback.”

– Davin Reid, Principal, Timboon P-12 School

“Our Pulse Check results actually provided some nice information for us. I intend to make 
Pulse Check a regular feature from now on.”

– Tim Callaghan, Assistant Principal, Rollins Primary School

What do schools say

Used in conjunction with the Student Perception Survey, Pulse Checks provide 
educators with additional assessment data to monitor the impact of newly 
implemented strategies over shorter time frames. Tip
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